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Abstract 
In this my present study, I elaborate different types of management, management staffs, types of 
managers and leaders along with their capacities of work and their roles in any organization or 
institute to achieve the desired goal with the help of employees. A study found that most of the 
CEOs of the 62 major US-based companies spent at least 10 percent of their time in quality en-
hancement efforts. The critical importance of employees’ involvement in the quality process of an 
organization is based on the belief that the best process innovation ideas come from the people 
actually doing the job. Employee involvement in quality efforts can only come about when the em-
ployees know that the organization cares for them. Best companies do not just confine education 
and training to their shop floor employees and managers. Top executives are actively involved in 
the learning process themselves. Training is the key element of management system. For the 
smooth run of any organization we always need proper training for all employees including lea-
dership authority. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Senior Managers’ Role 
Based on Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) deep lying analysis, Easton [1], in capturing the 
state of leadership of top management in the Baldrige applicants, states that senior management is committed to 
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quality. Senior managers are actively involved in promoting the importance of quality and customer satisfaction 
and they devote a substantial part of their time to quality-related issues. Their involvement includes activities 
such as meeting with employees, meeting with customers, giving formal and informal recognition, and receiving 
training and training others. Senior management also develop and communicate key company quality values 
which place emphasis on the importance of the customer, process orientation, continuous improvement, team-
work, management-by-fact, mutual respect and dignity, and value of individual employees and their contribu-
tions. They ensure that the entire workforce understands its role in satisfying the customer. To support and pro-
mote the quality process of the organization, senior management develops and puts in place elements of quality 
management structure. These include a senior management TQM council or division and departmental councils 
(Figure 1). 

Discussions of implementation case studies in the literature are also unanimous in reinforcing this reality. The 
examples range from large to small companies, service to manufacturing, multinationals to family business, and 
government to non-profit agencies [2]. At ICL Product Distribution UK, the chief executive and senior execu-
tives spearheaded the company-wide quality drive; while at Ciba Geigy Italy, the total quality initiative was led 
by the group chief executive, with the active support and involvement of senior executives [3]. It is the same for 
CCTEC metallurgical company in China (Wuhan). 

Senior Management’s Specific Mission 
First and foremost in the quality evolution process, senior management must start by understanding what TQM 
really means [4]. They must be well aware of the benefits to the organization and acknowledge the fundamental 
change which will bring in the running of that organization. It is critical that they build the requisite commitment 
before getting the rest of the staff involved. There must be consensus among them regarding what the organiza-
tion needs to achieve its quality goal. 

At the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa), it was the chief executive officer who initiated the quality 
initiative. The directors and senior managers then labored over six months to identify the challenges and oppor-
tunities, and then to design and begin the total quality process there. During this period, the top management 
team, including the CEO, spent many hours in quality education, training, visiting and benchmarking companies 
that had acquired reputations as leaders in quality management. All these helped form a consensus among top 
management about why were they interested in quality and what they need to get done to achieve the goals [5]. 

1.2. Seniors Executives’ Behavior 
One of the precepts of TQM is employees’ greater involvement and commitment to the process and its goal. It is 
through the actions and behavior of the management that employees identify with the goals of the company and 
extend their commitment towards its success [6]. Ramirez and Loney’s [7] study also highlighted the fact that it 
is not sufficient for management just to be committed, but they must also be obvious [8]. Bertsch and Williams’ 
[9] study also found that senior executives see being visible in their commitment to quality sends strong signals 
about what is expected and desired from the staff. It is through their demonstrated actions and behavior that 
management can harness the involvement of employees corresponding to the necessary skills, and thence their 
commitment to the quality goals of the company not only will be assured but also will achieve as the senior ex-
ecutives might be expected [10]. Johnston and Daniel [11] in relating Fuji Xerox experiences, stress that if top 
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management command employees to improve but are not themselves constantly seeking ways to improve sys-
tems, continuous improvement initiatives will fail. In describing the experiences of TQM implementation at 
Johnston Matthey plc, UK, George [12] emphasizes that senior management demonstrating involvement in the 
quality process is just as critical as commitment. There were initial hiccups in the implementation process when 
staff felt that senior executives were not committed [12]. This experience represents tangible proof, it is impera-
tive to respect the hierarchy provided in the command structure. The violation of the commandment line either 
horizontal or vertical can harm mutual respect between subordinate and hierarchical superior and ultimately will 
lead to the disobedience leader in question. 

The CEO of Alcoa stressed the need for his directors and senior managers to be visible in terms of their com-
mitment in the eyes of the staff involved [5]. The findings of a survey carried out among employees at two 
Hewlett-Packard factories in the UK, disclosed the degree of buy-in amongst the respondents was favorable 
amongst those who saw their management staff using the TQM techniques themselves to improve processes 
[13]. 

Relationship of the Tasks between CEO and Senior Executives 
Some of the ways CEOs and senior executives of best companies make this commitment evident is by leading 
quality initiatives and investing the requisite time and effort. A study found that most of the CEOs of the 62 
major US-based companies spend at least 10 percent of their time in quality improvement efforts [6]. At South-
ern Pacific Lines, leadership meant role modelling. This involved leaders being out on the “track and yards” 
with the employees to demonstrate and speak about the quality-driven approach to doing business [14]. The 
CEO of Motorola spent a significant amount of time explaining the corporate vision to enable every employee to 
translate it into personal work goals [15]. The president and his senior executives at Shorts Brothers were the 
first to be trained in the theory, practice and tools of quality improvement [16]. The managing director of Rock-
ware Glass Ltd. UK meets every employee in a series of TQM-related sessions at various locations and times 
convenient to the workers [17]. A high-powered steering committee to manage the TQM process at Paul Revere 
Insurance Group is a visible sign of top-level commitment to the process [18]. The vice-president at Philips 
Electronics personally leads a company-wide task force on quality improvement of software development, while 
at Ericsson Sweden; a top executive took ownership of analyzing and improving the order-make-market system 
[9]. 

1.3. Role and Responsibilities of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
The Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) is responsible for leading the development and execution of the Compa-
ny’s long term strategy with a view to creating shareholder value. The CEO’s leadership role also entails being 
ultimately responsible for all day-to-day management decisions and for implementing the Company’s long and 
short term plans. The CEO acts as a direct liaison between the Board and management of the Company and 
communicates to the Board on behalf of management. The CEO also communicates on behalf of the Company 
to shareholders, employees, Government authorities, other stakeholders and the public. 

1.3.1. The Main Task of the Responsible CEO 
According to Juran [19], there are seven steps that a responsible CEO must take to achieve quality in any organ-
ization: 

1) Set up and serve on the company’s quality council. 
2) Establish corporate quality goals and make them a part of the business plan. 
3) Make provision for training the entire company hierarchy in managing for quality. 
4) Establish the means to measure quality results against quality goals. 
5) Review results against goals on a regular basis. 
6) Give recognition for superior quality performance. 
7) Revise the reward system to respond to the changes demanded by world class quality. 
Oakland [20] lists the five requirements for effective leadership: 
1) Clear beliefs and objectives in the form of a mission statement. 
2) Clear and effective strategies and supporting plans. 
3) The critical success factors and critical process. 
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4) The appropriate management structure. 
5) Employee participation through empowerment, the EPDCA (Evaluate, Plan, Do, Check, Amend) helix. 

1.3.2. Specifics Responsibilities of the CEO 
More specifically, the duties and responsibilities of the CEO include the following: 

1) to lead, in conjunction with the Board, the development of the Company’s strategy; 
2) to lead and oversee the implementation of the Company’s long and short term plans in accordance with its 

strategy; 
3) to ensure the Company is appropriately organized and staffed and to have the authority to hire and termi-

nate staff as necessary to enable it to achieve the approved strategy; 
4) to ensure that expenditures of the Company are within the authorized annual budget of the Company; 
5) to assess the principal risks of the Company and to ensure that these risks are being monitored and ma-

naged; 
6) to ensure effective internal controls and management information systems are in place; 
7) to ensure that the Company has appropriate systems to enable it to conduct its activities both lawfully and 

ethically; 
8) to ensure that the Company maintains high standards of corporate citizenship and social responsibility 

wherever it does business; 
9) to act as a liaison between management and the Board; 
10) to communicate effectively with shareholders, employees, Government authorities, other stakeholders and 

the public; 
11) to keep abreast of all material undertakings and activities of the Company and all material external factors 

affecting the Company and to ensure that processes and systems are in place to ensure that the CEO and man-
agement of the Company are adequately informed; 

12) to ensure that the Directors are properly informed and that sufficient information is provided to the Board 
to enable the Directors to form appropriate judgments; 

13) to ensure the integrity of all public disclosure by the Company; 
14) in concert with the Chairman, to develop Board agendas; 
15) to request that special meetings of the Board be called when appropriate; 
16) in concert with the Chairman, to determine the date, time and location of the annual meeting of share-

holders and to develop the agenda for the meeting; 
17) to sit on committees of the Board where appropriate as determined by the Board; and 
18) to abide by specific internally established control systems and authorities, to lead by personal example 

and encourage all employees to conduct their activities in accordance with all applicable laws and the Compa-
ny’s standards and policies, including its environmental, safety and health policies. 

2. Internal Stakeholders’ Management 
2.1. Employee Involvement 
While top management involvement and leadership are essential for TQM success, they are not sufficient on 
their own [21]. TQM succeeds only with employees’ involvement in the TQM process and their commitment to 
its goals [8] [18] [22]. In 1979, when the founder president of Matsushita Japan spoke of how Japanese products 
swept aside Western products in the world market, he attributed it to the involvement of everyone in the com-
pany in the quest for quality [18]. This fact was also captured in a study which found that organizations with a 
high level of employee involvement stand a greater chance of success [23]. Crosby [24] talks about the need for 
every individual in the organization to understand his or her role in making quality happen. In fact, the need to 
maximize the involvement of all employees is one of the basic principles of change implementation in an or-
ganization. It involves the employees having a common understanding of quality and the importance of their 
involvement to maintain the quality momentum. 

2.1.1. Importance of Labor in Quality Process 
According to the chief executive of Federal Express, the foundation for the success of the quality improvement 
process at this company is the involvement of every employee in that process [25]. He calls it the “human side 
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of quality”. LeaRonal (UK) believes that “for a quality improvement program to be successful, the commitment 
to total quality must encompass a whole workforce who must be encouraged to participate actively in the search 
for continuous improvement” [26]. The success of the quality improvement process at Mitel Telecom Ltd. UK is 
attributed to the total involvement of the workforce [27]. In implementing the quality process, Shorts Brothers 
views greater involvement of its workforce as important evidence that the company is progressing in the right 
direction [16]. 

The critical importance of employees’ involvement in the quality process of an organization is based on the 
belief that the best process innovation ideas come from the people actually doing the job [21]. The quality repu-
tation of Japanese companies is mainly credited to their great success in this area. 

2.1.2. Labor Empowerment Result 
A total quality environment demands that people participate in continuous improvement activities in an unhin-
dered manner, that pushing decision making to the lowest practical level is the way. In TQM terminology, this is 
called “empowerment”. Deming [28] and Juran [29] also stress the importance of empowerment or giving em-
ployees the authority and autonomy to do their job when they talk about “pride of workmanship”, “self-im- 
provement”, “self-control” and “self-inspection” respectively. At Tioxide Group Limited, empowerment to ena-
ble its employees to participate in continuous improvement activities was seen as a key element in the develop-
ment of its total quality strategy [16]. 

Zink [30] emphasizes that employee empowerment is an important area of assessment of major quality 
awards around the world. Empowered employees go by many labels: self-managing teams, self-directing teams, 
autonomous groups. Zink [30] even includes participation in employee suggestion schemes. 

2.1.3. Advantages of Labor Conscientious 
Promoting employee involvement by operating employee suggestion schemes is common in the majority of the 
158 US companies in the Fortune 1000 surveyed (Conference Board in Olian and Rynes [6]). While such 
schemes are also common in non-TQ organizations, enthusiasm is often stifled due to poor follow-up from 
management. TQ organizations, however, generally design schemes that are responsive and user-friendly. Em-
ployees who wish to make a suggestion at Thomas Interior Systems simply fill out a half-page pre-printed form 
and drop it in a designated suggestion box [11]. Response to the suggestions is ensured within 72 hours. At 
Thomas, ideas are submitted at an average monthly rate of 40, with an implementation at 80 percent. 

At Milliken, which received 262,000 ideas in 1989, suggestions are acknowledged within 24 hours and acted 
on within 72 hours, while at Globe Metallurgical, ideas discussed at the weekly quality circle meeting are im-
plemented the same day where possible [31]. However, at Eastman Chemical Company, the suggestion system 
was eliminated because it was found to impede teamwork [32]. 

Greater employee involvement in quality efforts can only come about when the employees know that the or-
ganization cares for them [25]. Baldrige winners treat their employees as partners rather than hired hands [31]. 
The chief executive of Wainwright Industries, the 1994 winner of the Baldrige Award, sums up this point well 
when he said: “An internal customer (employee) will treat the external customer the way he or she is treated by 
the company” [33]. This message is echoed by Townsend and Gebhardt [25], “Without the co-operation of the 
latter group (employees), the loyalty of the former (external customers) is always in jeopardy”. 

3. Middle Management Role 
The act of maximizing employee involvement in the quality process requires middle managers within the or-
ganization to make major adjustments. They must give up some authority as power and control are pushed to 
lower levels in the organization. In addition, managing according to the philosophy of TQM requires new atti-
tudes and skills from middle managers [34]. The transition towards TQM can be an uncertain and troubling 
process for middle managers [25] [35]. Only when middle managers are convinced that the transition process 
that may cost them in status, power and recognition leads to a better world, can the implementation of TQM be 
smooth. If they do not see it, they may react with suspicion, uncertainty and resistance [17] [34] [36]. Crosby 
[24] says “It is hard to get people interested in improvement of any kind if they perceive it is a threat to their 
authority or life style.” Unless there is a middle management buy-in, they soon become barriers to rather than 
champions of the new system. According to Manz and Sims [35], “On the road to a total quality culture, the 
biggest obstacle to success is the middle management brick wall”. 
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3.1. Middle Manager’s Functions 
It is in this sense that Saritha Pujari tried to define the main functions of Middle Managers, namely: 

1) Interpreting Policies: 
At this level, policies framed by top-level managers are interpreted. Like the marketing manager introduces 

his salesmen to the sales policy of the company that at no cost credit sales will be made. 
2) Preparing Organizational Set-Up: 
Every middle-level manager prepares outline of his respective department in accordance with the objectives 

of the organization. 
3) Appointing Employees: 
Every departmental manager appoints employees to fulfill the activities of his department. 
4) Instructor: 
Departmental managers direct their subordinates about what to do and how they have to do it. Needful re-

sources are made available to subordinates so that they can do the assigned jobs uninterrupted. 
5) Motivating Employees: 
Middle-level managers motivate their employees by various means so that they work most efficiently to 

achieve organizational objectives. 
6) Cooperation with Employee: 
Cooperation among different divisions is required to successfully achieve company’s objectives and this is 

done by middle level managers. 
This fact was also reflected in a survey of 161 organizations. It was established that one of the elements that 

differentiated the successful TQ organizations from the less than successful ones was middle management sup-
port. A survey concluded that without middle managers’ committed support for the quality process, the process 
will be derailed. 

Specific Function of Middle Managers 
Another survey reported in Quality Progress [37], which examined 536 organizations using TQM, returned sim-
ilar findings. The study, which aimed to identify specific practices that have contributed to or detracted from 
TQM success, revealed that middle management are the main roadblocks to successful TQM. The study re-
commends that senior management should work hard to understand and involve middle managers in TQM ef-
forts such as involvement in designing and promoting TQM, creating different but meaningful roles for them in 
supporting widespread quality improvement initiatives, and providing training and development not only in 
TQM concepts and practices, but also in new leadership skills. 

In this sense, getting middle managers to buy-in and be involved in a positive manner is viewed as key to the 
success of TQM [6] [24] [38] [39]. Ishikawa [38] says that middle management can contribute greatly to quality 
improvement but conventional organizational arrangements do not encourage their contributions. He calls for 
senior management to provide greater attention to encourage new roles for middle managers. 

At Norand Corporation, management discovered that without middle management’s committed support, the 
total quality process can fail. Middle management training and acceptance were made a priority. Training was 
created for middle managers to show them how to manage empowered employees and to become facilitators of 
quality improvement initiatives and coaches of employee development [36]. 

At Charrette Corporation, it was recognized at the outset that the new role of middle managers, especially in 
the transition stage, would be critical to achieving a successful implementation [35]. At Nissan UK, the super-
visors have a wide range of responsibilities where people management skill features prominently. For example, 
supervisors are involved in staff selection, developing and training their staff and motivating and maintaining 
morale. They are also the channel for all communications to manufacturing staff. 

4. Training and Education 
4.1. TQM Training 
Introducing new systems such as TQM when people do not have the fundamental skills to work in the new sys-
tem is a prescription for disaster [40]. There should be no doubt that for TQM to succeed, the entire workforce 
must acquire new knowledge, skills and abilities. Training and education based on total quality must be planned 
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and provided if this is to be realized. Oakland [20] stresses that training strategy should be addressed early 
alongside other strategies within the qualitypolicy. He goes on to say that training is the single most important 
factor in improving quality once the necessary commitment has been assured. 

TQM Training’s Repercussion 
The importance of training and education is also echoed by other quality gurus. Ishikawa [38] says “Quality be-
gins and ends with training” (also Imai, in Clemmer [41]). Crosby [24], Juran [42] and Feigenbaum [43] also 
emphasized the need for organization wide education and quality awareness programs. Top management of best 
organizations, recognizing the link between education and successful TQM, also focus their implementation 
process around it. This point is well summed up by Durrant [44] in discussing TQM initiatives at Rockware 
Glass Ltd., UK; “There would be more training for all in one year than the previous ten years”. At Shorts 
Brothers, training is a number one priority [23]. Some 400 training sessions were conducted, catering for the 
president, the management committee and the shop floor workers. Rank Xerox has had a comprehensive training 
program for all its employees since the beginning of its TQ initiatives. It considers training to be an essential 
element in developing the TQ process throughout the company [45]. AT & T Istel UK and Mitel Telecom Ltd. 
UK have also ensured that all employees are provided with formal and rigorous education at the outset of the 
TQM process [27] [46]. Both organizations believed that education provides a firm foundation for a common 
language and for understanding the organization’s quality aspirations. Best companies do not just confine edu-
cation and training to their shop floor employees and managers. Top executives are actively involved in the 
learning process themselves. Wallace Company’s five top leaders each underwent more than 200 hours of inten-
sive training in the methods and philosophy of continuous improvement. The managing director of Grundos 
spends an average of 30 days a year sitting in seminars with all levels of managers [3]. 

4.2. Training and Education Evaluation 
It is critical for training and education programs to be linked explicitly to implementation if they are to have 
maximum effectiveness. Management should not assume that the new knowledge from such programs will be 
applied when trainees return to their workplaces. Management should have in place a system to ensure em-
ployees follow through what they have learnt when they return to their jobs after training. For example, the 
management at GTE (company) has put in place a system whereby employees know that they will be evaluated 
on the implementation of the new knowledge acquired during training. Organizations such as Honda, Corning 
and General Electric are other examples where new knowledge had been effectively translated into new ways of 
behaving. These companies actively manage the training process to ensure that it occurs by design rather than by 
chance. 

4.2.1. Best Time for Training 
Maximizing the impact of training by the correct timing of training programs was highlighted in a recent study 
of 536 TQM organizations in the USA [47]. Hence, conducting organization-wide training in TQM before the 
need or desire for TQM is created could have a negative impact in the TQM implementation process. Employees 
unable to apply their knowledge forget the details by the time they encounter a real need, and thence lose enthu-
siasm in the quality initiative. As training and education prepare employees for greater involvement in the or-
ganization’s quality process, providing them with the right type of training is crucial. Generally, leading organi-
zations ensure their education and training programs include both the basics of quality and TQM and the set of 
skills for continuous quality improvement. 

4.2.2. Training Contents 
Kano [3] stresses the importance of adapting training programs to the company’s workplace. At British Steel, 
top management spent considerable time defining the challenges to be faced by the organization and clarifying 
their vision and values before embarking on training. In designing their training courses, they matched the me-
thodologies and content to the specific culture and values of their organization [11]. At Rank Xerox, a task force 
was set up to develop a training curriculum to support the implementation plan. On the same note, Oakland [20] 
cautioned that training for quality is too important to be totally left to the so-called external quality professionals 
[26]. Bought-in training courses may not be compatible with the philosophies and culture of the company. In 
fact, some TQ organizations perceive the generic nature of off-the-rack education and training materials as a 
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barrier to steady progress in the quality drive [48]. GPT Ltd. is one such organization. The literature gives a 
good degree of indication of the type of new skills best organizations provide for their workforce to nurture a 
quality ethic [11] [14] [18] [49]-[51]. A study in the USA reported that training in continuous improvement 
skills, interpersonal skills and leadership skills is common amongst 536 TQM organizations [47]. It is also evi-
dent from the studies that organizations are emphasizing both interactive and technical skills. According to a 
survey, good communication skills are one of the two employee characteristics most valued by quality-driven 
organizations [52]. British Airways’ training for its crew is a 50-50 split between the technical and the behavior-
al. The latter type of training includes treating customers as individuals and taking ownership of their problems. 
At Charrette Corporation, training for supervisors and managers to develop the necessary facilitator skills and 
behavior was essential to overcome the initial uncertainty and suspicion amongst middle managers [35]. Only 
with a considerable amount of suitable training and education can this be achieved. 

4.3. Impact of Training and Education 
4.3.1. Facility in Communication between the Workforce 
Organizations such as Fuji Xerox commence training for all employees immediately on hiring. They believe that 
putting everyone through the same TQM training provides the employees across the organization with a com-
mon language of quality and a shared way of thinking. TQM concepts are generally understood and used, mak-
ing communication much easier [11]. 

TQM is a leadership issue at all levels. Middle managers become leaders of empowered employees, facilita-
tors of the new management system, and coaches of new methods. Only with a considerable degree of training 
and education can this changed role be assumed [25]. Organizations are investing a significant amount of re-
sources in preparing their managers to be different types of leaders. Based on a survey among UK managers [34], 
it was concluded that the effective training of managers may be an important factor in the success of TQM im-
plementation. 

At Nissan UK where supervisors are empowered to recruit their own staff and people management skills fea-
ture prominently in their functions, the company puts a great deal of emphasis on training and developing super-
visors as leaders. In addition to standard training elements, professional programs conducted cover personal ef-
fectiveness and impart knowledge required by a supervisor in one function which is different from that needed 
by his or her peer in another function [53]. 

4.3.2. Training of Trainer 
It produced its own education package comprising a work book, manual and videos. In many TQ organizations 
that conduct internal training, cascading of training is common [54]. This basically involves a number of man-
agers and supervisors who, after undergoing training and education themselves, are selected to be trained as 
course instructors for internal training. These trainers then develop their own training package best suited to 
their team’s needs. In some organizations, the process starts at the top [9]. The CEO, who is trained first, trains 
managers who report to him or her, and who in turn teach their immediate staff and so forth. 

By accepting responsibility for and conducting training courses themselves, managers are seen as visible 
supporters and get buy-in from their “students”. Training will have more impact as a result as employees, seeing 
that management is committed; will also be more willing to get involved. In the process, managers also develop 
self-discipline and expertise in promoting TQM within the organization [55]. 

GPT Ltd. UK, call such training “family group training” [48]. The majority of its training workshops were 
designed and run by line managers. The cascading approach was used at Ilford Ltd. to great effect [56]. A top 
management committee delivered the training, starting with themselves and followed by the next level. This 
level then trained their reporting managers. At Southern Pacific Lines, internal staffs deliver most of the formal 
quality training for the company’s 23,000 employees [14]. Rank Xerox Limited, whose first-line managers also 
worked with their staff during training, sees the line management ownership of the training process as critical to 
effective continuing implementation [57]. 

In some TQ organizations, however, training is led by employees who are recognized by the management as 
having particular interpersonal skills. This is done without reducing or compromising the role of the work group 
leader in any way. At LeaRonal (UK), training achieved a high degree of success using dedicated in-house 
trainers [4]. 
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4.4. Effect of Training Quality 
4.4.1. Protect Training Materials 
Before they develop tailor-made training packages, some organizations start by using training materials put to-
gether by external consultants, gradually reducing their involvement. BP Chemicals UK, started by using the 
Crosby program [58]. While they retained Crosby’s key principles and philosophy, the training materials are 
now their own. After getting training help externally in the initial years, Paul Revere Insurance Group has now 
taken responsibility for its own training [18]. At Shorts Brothers, the training was initially consultant-led [16]. In 
the later stages, the employees took ownership of all courses. The three organizations view the ownership of the 
training process as an important factor in their quality initiatives. 

In almost all the 20 best companies surveyed in the USA, Europe and the Far East, Bertsch and Williams [9] 
found that quality training is frequently conducted by line managers with consultants used sparingly and for 
specific short-term assignments. The use of cascade systems is common. 

4.4.2. Reward of Training Employees 
In TQ organizations, most employees receive a substantial amount of annual training. Employees of Baldrige 
applicants receive 40 to 80 hours of training per year [59]. At Grundos, an average of 4 percent of employees’ 
working time is devoted to training [3]. In terms of training expenditures, top American organizations, Baldrige 
applicants included, commit 2 - 5 percent of total corporate payroll. 

In the USA, several top companies is recognizing the importance of training and education and have come 
together to form a cooperative venture to identify training’s best practices and generate comparative data to set a 
standard for their individual efforts. The American Society for Training and Development’s Benchmarking Fo-
rum is represented by 37 companies, and includes many Baldrige winners. One of their motives is a desire to 
learn how to adopt or adapt training practices that clearly provide a competitive advantage [60]. 

5. Conclusion 
For the smooth run of any institute and organization we need a path and guidance, which path we can follow and 
that guidance can provide us a clear path to achieve our goals, my paper described that path as well as the man-
agement system. It was concluded that the effective training of managers might be an important factor in the 
success of TQM implementation. After my study, I can conclude that training is the back bone for the improve-
ment of management system; training is not only for lower employees but also for the high ranking employees. 
Leadership managers also need training for the smooth running of any organization. Secondly, cooperation is 
also necessary among all employees between the same level staffs as well as cooperation between leadership 
and lower level employees. 
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